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Teach Yourself Coast Salish! 
Moose & Answers Magazine Issue #1 

 
by TAHNAN, Arlington MA 

 
Thirteen years ago, Ucaoimhu brought a crossword called "Teach Yourself Sanskrit" to 
ConCouver.  I thought it was high time that I wrote a cryptic in tribute to Ucaoimhu, so I 
sat down and started composing.  I've solo-written one cryptic ever ("Tahnan's 
Testsolving Tribulations", a 6x6 grid for the Providence competition), but I didn't see 
why that should stop me from writing a 15x15 grid with multiple layers of complication. 
 
This is the result.  Sort of. 
 
You will notice it is not a cryptic.  After twenty-four hours and ten scrapped grids, I 
remembered why I don't write crosswords.  But I do write puzzles, sort of like Foggy's 
P&A Magazine (shameless plug: buy P&A Magazine, which I testsolve).  I thought, well, 
thirteen years since ConCouver, thirteen territories and provinces in Canada, so why 
not?1   
 
And this is the actual result.  Herein you will find, as promised, thirteen puzzles, as well 
as a metapuzzle to tie them all together; and that puzzle is indeed called "Teach Yourself 
Coast Salish", as promised.  It's not quite a P&A Magazine; it's easier, I hope, and a lot 
more Canadian.  So instead of "Panda", let's call it "Moose", but whatever it is, I hope 
you enjoy it. 
 
 

                                                 
1 A smarter man would have thought of this before Sunday. If anything here seems underinspired or 
rushed, that's only because it was, and I deeply apologize for the fact. 
 
I am also extremely grateful to NLPer Angel and to shMike (not an NPLer, but a member of my Mystery 
Hunt team) for testsolving on extremely short notice, the former in the three hours before I printed this, 
the latter in bits and pieces as I completed puzzles.  Both suggested improvements in a number of places, 
and shMike in particular caught more errors than I will admit to. 
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Alberta 
 
When I learned that my friend Albert's middle initial was A, I found myself looking at 
him entirely differently. 
 
When I learned that filmmaker Craven's middle initial was __, 

he suddenly seemed a lot more occidental. 

When I learned that Igor portrayer Feldman's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed a lot more self-sacrificing. 

When I learned that actor Hawke's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed a lot more gaseous. 

When I learned that brewer Adams's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed...no different, actually. 

When I learned that philosopher Decartes's middle initial was __, 
it completely revitalized my interest in him. 

When I learned that singer Shannon's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed like a good source of sliced meat. 

When I learned that comic filmmaker Brooks's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed to dissolve into a puddle. 

When I learned that singer Presley's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed a lot taller, wiser, and pointier-eared. 

When I learned that Bush-era spokesman Fleischer's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed a lot more operatic. 

When I learned that actor McBride's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed a lot more fashionable. 

When I learned that actor Holbrook's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed a lot more angelic. 

When I learned that golfer Trevino's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed to be looking at me much more creepily. 

When I learned that radio host Glass's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed a lot more Persian. 

When I learned that novelist Deighton's middle initial was __, 
he suddenly seemed like I was looking at him through a telescope. 
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British Columbia 
 
That's where it's happening.  (Give or take a year; sometimes record-keeping isn't very 
precise.) 
 
 31: Rome conquers Egypt 
 64: Nero begins rebuilding Rome after the fire 
 4: Idumaean-born Herod, founder of the Herodian dynasty, dies 
 44: Brutus assassinates Caesar 
 393: Olympic Games abolished 
 60: The Iceni, led by Boadicea, revolt against the Romans 
 c. 250: Bathtub discovery of buoyancy by Archimedes 
 47: The establishment of Londinium, later to become London 
 206: In China, the Han dynasty supplants the Qin dynasty 
 71: Third Servile War claims the life of Spartacus 
 122: Hadrian's Wall is begun 
 27: Octavian becomes Augustus, ending the Roman Republic 
 63: Roman senator Cicero exposes the Catiline Conspiracy 
 54: Death of the poet Catullus 
 72: Initial construction on the Colosseum begins 
 480: Invasion of Greece by Persia, including the Battle of Thermopylae 
 430: Siege of Hippo Regius during the Vandal invasion of Africa 
c. 300: Euclid writes his "Elements" 
 
 

New Brunswick 
 
Its capital, Fredericton, is where they discovered niobium.  (Would I make that up?) 
 
Harrisburg (2) 
Denver (2) 
Jefferson City (5) 
Sacramento (5) 
Annapolis (3) 
Baton Rouge (5) 
Lincoln (3) 
Bismarck (3) 
Indianapolis (3) 
Saint Paul (8) 
Tallahassee (1) 
Helena (7) 
Atlanta (5) 
Columbia (3) 
Little Rock (2) 
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Manitoba 
 
Manitoba has ten cities, but most of them are small enough that it's easy to spot 
anyone who doesn't belong there. 
 
WINNIPEG (664,000) 
BORROWED 
NARRATOR 
NEWSWEEK 
SUCCUBUS 
ZEPPELIN 

BRANDON  (46,000) 
BUTCH 
COREY 
ELEANOR 
EMILY 
WYETH 

STEINBACH (13,000) 
DESDEMONA 
GHOSTLIKE 
HINDSIGHT 
PONDEROUS 
XYLOPHONE 

 
PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE (13,000) 
DE RE PUBLICA 
HO CHI MINH 
TAE KWAN DO 
TIERRA DEL SOL 
TODO SOBRE MI MADRE 

THOMPSON (13,000) 
DOUBLEMINT 
EGO 
IDENTICAL 
MINNESOTA 
WONDER 

WINKLER (11,000) 
ARISTO 
FINGER 
GRINGO 
WITHER 
WREATHE 

 
SELKIRK (9,800) 
CHORDATA 
MAGYAR 
SPACE INVADER 
STRIKER 
WHITECHAPEL 

DAUPHIN (8,300) 
CANARD 
CHAT 
ESCARGOT 
PAPILLON 
SHRIMP 

MORDEN (7,800) 
CENTRE 
GRAIN OIL 
IN UTERO 
LEVON 
SERPENT 

FLIN FLON (6,078)2 
CHIT-CHAT 
HERSHEYS 
INSTINCT 
LIFELINE 
SING-SONG 

 
 

Newfoundland and Labrador 
 
Or is it Labrador and Newfoundland? I always mix these things up. 
 
CALENOTOANTRAY (6, 9) 

MACCHEERONSIE (8, 6) 

TCRREOISILUDAS (7, 8) 

LECOXINNCOGROND (9, 7) 

COASTBEBTLTLO (6, 8) 

FAFNOOCTYLOOREESE (9, 5-4) 

SCROKSBOUNELLS (5, 10) 

TTWWEEEEDDLLEEDDUEM (10, 10) 

DREVELSEOPARCHMENT (8, 11) 

SHAMIMCELER (6, 6) 

 

                                                 
2 Of whom 242 actually live in Flin Flon, Saskatchewan.  Note that The Pas may be more populous, but (a) 
it is a town, not a city, and (b) it isn't named Flin Flon, so why bother. 
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Northwest Territories 
 
There are only two reasons I even know where the Northwest Territory is.  And one of 
those is that I know how to point northwest. 
 
The students in the semaphore class at Katharine Guypère's Military School for 
Precocious Girls are presenting their class project, titled "We're Standing In a Labeled 
Grid So That You Don't Have To Know Semaphore!".  Each has taken her position in a 
vertically stacked 5x5 grid (Joan was suspended earlier this semester for starting a land 
war in Asia; some of the girls are quite precocious).  The star students of the class are 
Miss Donne, Miss Thieu, Miss Tree, and Miss Vorr, who can be identified as follows: 
 
1. Miss Donne and Miss Tree are pointing at each other and adjacent to each other.  

("Adjacent" in this class refers to all eight bordering squares.) 
2. Miss Thieu is pointing in the direction of Miss Donne, though they are not adjacent.  

Miss Vorr is pointing at Miss Tree, though they too are not adjacent. 
3. Miss Thieu's flags are at half the angle of Miss Donne's.  (None of the flag "angles" 

are greater than 180°.) 
4. The four students do wish you would hurry up in your deliberations, for their arms 

are getting tired and none of them have the luxury of pointing straight down. 
 

A 
Alice 

B 
Beth 
C 
Carol 
D 
Diana 
E 
Ethel 

F 
Fran 
G 
Giada 
H 
Helena 
I 
Inanna 

K 
Kendall 

L 
Leann 
M 
Marie 
N 
Neve 
O 
Olive 
P 
Pauline 

Q 
Quilla 
R 
Robin 

S 
Susan 
T 

Tina 
U 
Ursula 

V 
Velma 
W 
Wendy 
X 
Xanthe 
Y 
Yasmin 
Z 
Zulina 
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Nunavut 
 
The flag of Nunavut depicts an inuksuk, an often man-shaped pile of stones. 
 
Each of the six inuksuit below consists of six stones that 
contain words, clued below each.  They also have a seventh 
"head" stone into which a single letter can be placed to create 
three new words reading down.  For instance, the inuksuk to 
the right contains the words BLURT and ANI reading across 
and the words LAIN, UN, and RIME reading down; a P can be 
added to the top stone to form PLAIN, PUN, and PRIME. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Atop 
Business abbr. 

Low mound 
Pain 

Sandbar in the shallows 
 
 
 

Apples and oranges 
Floral symbol of love 

Gives the nod to 
London is its cap. 

Oahu or Cuba, briefly 

Change the color of 
Inactive; at rest 

String quartet member 
"___ vey!" 

Vichyssoise vegetable 

 
 

 
 

 
 

One named in a will 
Piercing 

Self, for Freud 
Silver, to a chemist 

Tumble 
 

Inner self, for Freud 
Rim 

Sum (up) 
Takes a plane 
Tibetan monk 

Higher than 
In operation 

Opening for air 
Skeletal 

The loneliest number 
 

 
 
 

b  l   u  r   t  

a  n  i  

i  m 

n e 
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Ontario 
 
The capital of Ontario is Toronto, according to my friend Ron. 
 
The answer to this puzzle is five letters long. 
 
__  __ YLI __  __  

__  __ HIR __  __ (hyphenated) 

__  __ ALG __  __  

__  __ QUI __  __  

__  __ RMI __  __  

    

__  __ BAC __  __  

__  __ LIV __  __  

    

__  __ FFE __  __  

__  __ GIB __  __  

__  __ PTU __  __ (capitalized) 

__  __ GOL __  __ (capitalized) 

__  __ SUL __  __  

__  __ CAP __  __  
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Prince Edward Island 
 
Three six-letter words.  Hey, I'll raise a glass to that. 
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Quebec 
 
Or Québec. Largest city, Montréal. Language, Frénch. 
 

__  _ ́_  __  __      __  __ 

__  __́  __  __  __  __ 

_́_  __  __  __  __ 

_́_  __  __  __ 

__  __  __  __́  __  __  __ 

__  __́  __  __  __  __  __  __  __ 

__  __  __  __  __  __    _ ́_  __  __  __  __́  __  __ 

__  __  __  __  __  __  _ ́_ 

__  __́  __  __  __  __    __    __  __  __  __  __ 

_́_  __  __  __  __  __ 

__  __  __  __  __́  __  _ ́_ 

__  __́  __  __  __  __  __ 
 

Boulevard with the Arc de Triomphe • Custard-filled pastry • 
Eerie sense of familiarity • Feature of some open relationships • 

Jeweler to the tsars • One way to speak with the dead • 
Padawan, perhaps, or other student of an experienced trainer • 

Psyduck, among many others • Relaxation of international tension • 
Short piano piece, such as Chopin's Op. 10 or Op. 25 • Vigorous spirit • 

A woman who comes out so that she can meet men? 
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Saskatchewan 
 
When I think "Regina", I think of the evil queen on Once Upon a Time, who casts spells 
of transformation.  Whereas I suppose people in Saskatchewan think of their capital. 
 
Reason to say "ouch" (4) � 

→ 
__ __ __ __ __ 
               1 

↶ 
→ 

Goatee, for example (5) 

 
 
Location of the 2014 con (5) � 

→ 
__ __ __ __ 
                     2     

� 
→ 

Applause (4) 

 
 

 

       ↱ 

� 
→ 

__ __ __ __ __ 
 3 

↶ 
→ 

 
 

Chilly (4)    It may be cirrus or cumulus (5) 

       ↳ ↶ 
→ 

__ __ __ __ � 
→ 

 

 
 
Donkey-headed character 
in Shakespeare (6) 

� 
→ 

__ __ __ 
        4 

� 
→ 

__ __ __ � 
→ 

Sulk (4) 

 
 
Southern California 
city (2) 

� 
→ 

__ __ __ __ � 
↔ 

__ __ __ __ __ 
              5 

� 
← 

Evergreen tree (3) 

 
 
Exist (2) � 

→ 
__ __ __ __ 
        6 

� 
→ 

__ __ __ __ __ � 
→ 

Sausage (5) 

 
 
________ 
1-2-3-4-5-6 

� 
→ 

________ � 
→ 

________ � 
→ 

________ � 
→ 

________ 
answer 
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Nova Scotia 
 
I like all kinds of Nova—bossa, Casa, super.... 
 
bank, cook, hand 

golden, ice, middle 

blue, hair, typewriter 

black, bull, flea 

bad, goose, Scotch 

crazy, gravy, peace 

butterfly, domino, sound 

boxing, commutative, wedding 

atomic, critical, high 

graven, mirror, spitting 

laundry, shopping, wish 

slip, square, Windsor 

 

Yukon 
 
Yukon's capital is Whitehorse.  I assume the Puesident lives there.  (So much for 
Canadian content.) 
 
We'll find out which corrupt politicians are going to ja*ight's court decisions. 

While the House mig*haul Medicare, the Senate never would. 

Our foreign relations with Mali depend on ho*ko treats our ambassador. 

The Justice Department may hope that Inter*rrests Sepp Blatter soon. 

Our national flower is the American Beauty, not just the com*e. 

The congressman printed his pie c*reen and blue, making it hard to read. 

It takes an expert in demographics to deci*nsus Bureau charts. 

Workers who go on stri*our support as well as mine. 

Supreme Court decisions are always on the sylla*or constitutional law classes. 

The TSA ensures that no one hi*ternational or domestic flights. 

Freshmen senators proposing legislation quickly le*dles are not so easily cleared in the 

gridlocked Congress. 

Republican campaigners need to get to wor*emocrats will win the next election. 

Knights who run for office usually get all the votes o*els in distress. 

My left-leaning uncle turned into the president's harshest criti*er the health care rollout. 
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Recouvery: Teach Yourself Coast Salish 
 

It's good to be back in ᑲᓇᑕ !  (That's "Canada".) 

 
You've made it through thirteen puzzles (or just skipped to the end); now it's time for 
one more! Take each answer, give it a certain Canadian twist, and match it to one of the 
words clued alphabetically at the bottom of the page.  Write its four letters (or numbers, 
or diacritics), in order, in the blanks provided.  When you have finished, you will have 
spelled out the names of the three Coast Salish tribes on whose territory the city of 
Vancouver sits—any diacritics should be placed above or below the letters prior to 
them—and, to help confirm your answers, the last column will tell you what Recouvery 
means to me. 

Alberta  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

British Columbia  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Manitoba  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

New Brunswick  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Newfoundland and Labrador  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Northwest Territories  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Nova Scotia  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Nunavut ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Ontario  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Prince Edward Island  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Quebec  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Saskatchewan  ________________    __  __  __    __ 

Yukon ________________    __  __  __    __ 
 
mytH Lasting from dawn to 

dusk (hyph) 

oh8E Secure by rope 

ptrA Jaunty chapeau 

l ˋoR Carmen composer 

Georges 

kwiK Self-serve food outlay 

yv˘O Characteristic prestige 

rioL Small informal restaurant 

qirM French port near Dover 

´kaN White bean casserole 

pieR Obsolete name for China 

stsS Swiss cottage 

hrxI Charlotte who killed 

Marat 

kwsO Ball-and-mallet lawn 

game 

acˍT Postpone 

blaR Baseball inventor Abner 

xrgN Fencing equipment 

pseR Short non-fiction piece 

ktsS Slice of boneless beef 

setO Excursion 

hmhN Rebecca Black "hit" song 

3trN "Yippee!" 

egaD Egad! (2 wds) 

en˘L Feliciano or Capablanca 

ajjC Espresso and steamed 

milk 

knrD Déjeuner sur l'herbe 

painter 

uhwE Radio distress call 

nwrF Hand-to-hand fight 

p˕sO Painter of water lilies 

vleV Warm-water eel 

ˍmlU Child of Japanese 

immigrants 

sxtF Acceptable; approval 

uaiR Patterned wood flooring 

jruC Spread made from liver 

eviN French water brand 

kraU As such (2 wds) 

l3nR Ballet dancer's knee bend 

hc˝E Reduce food to a liquid 

txhY Gargantua and 

Pantagruel author 

qtaH Baton-passing race 

oniP Return loaned money 

wtlE Off-color 

kmiL Packet of potpourri 

x´eT Fry in a small amount of 

fat 

yahR At an unknown later time 

7wuT Collect data via poll 

eiuC Capital of Taiwan 

weiR Star Trek actor George 

yleE Ambush 

 


